
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a lead process. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for lead process

Reads, understands and uses technical documents, including, but not limited
to, blueprints, work instructions, job routers, to ensure that parts conform to
all applicable requirements
Operates all coating equipment, including, but not limited to spray
equipment, bake ovens, lube tanks, Troubleshoots problems and determines
action to be taken
Operates electric or manual pumps in the removal of chemicals/paints from
paint and/or lube tanks when necessary
Required to observe all safety rules including, wearing of safety equipment
for the handling and usage of paints and chemicals
Must perform other duties within required company and/or industry
standards, specifications and policies
Ensures verification upon product quality according to company and/or
industry standards and practices
Must handle all chemicals in accordance with all applicable company and
governmental standards and requirements
Monitors all equipment in the department for proper usage and for
operator’s periodic maintenance and depending on the repair needed,
corrects the problem or reports to the Supervisor any equipment in need of
repair
Monitor proper coating material storage and proper coating materials usage,
for safety and productivity
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Qualifications for lead process

Experience in functional areas (e.g., Quality, Procurement, Supply Chain
In depth knowledge of the environment in which the Business operates
Deep understanding in assessing and designing detailed processes from an IT
and business perspective
Ability to develop, drive and follow up on detailed plans and how they should
fit in a wider project plan perspective
Efficient and able to deliver on commitments
Proven experience with leading and executing projects across global
environment


